Heading Out to Wonderful

A Novel, by Robert Goolrick
(Algonquin, 9781565129238, $24.95)
Recommended by Connie Brooks, Battenkill Books, Cambridge, NY

Crime and Punishment

A Novel, by Dostoevsky
(Alma Books, 9781847515751, $25)
Recommended by Andrew Miller, The Green Line Books, Watertown, CT

Equal of the Sun

A Novel, by Anita Amirrezvani
(Scribner, 9781451660463, $26)
Recommended by Deon Stonehouse, Sunriver Books, Sunriver, OR

Gone Girl

A Novel, by Gillian Flynn
(Crown, 9780307588364, $25)
Recommended by Susan Taylor, Book House of Stuyvesant Plaza, Albany, NY

Capital

A Novel, by John Lanchester
(W.W. Norton and Company, 9780393082074, $26.95)
Recommended by Catherine Weller, Weller Book Works, Salt Lake City, UT

The Bird Saviors

A Novel, by William J. Cobb
(Unbridled Books, 9781609530709, $25.95)
Recommended by Joni Montover, Paragraphs on Padre Boulevard, South Padre Island, TX

The Green Shore

A Novel, by Natalie Bakopoulos
(Simon & Schuster, 9781451633924, $25)
Recommended by Daniel Goldin, Boswell Book Company, Milwaukee, WI

The Red House

A Novel, by Mark Haddon
(Doubleday, 9780385357779, $25.95)
Recommended by Carol Schneck, Schuler Books & Music, Okemos, MI

A Lady Cyclist’s Guide to Kashgar

A Novel, by Suzanne Joinson
(Bloomsbury, 9781608198115, $26)
Recommended by Morgan Kiedrowski, Next Chapter Bookshop, Mequon, WI

Istanbul Passage

A Novel, by Joseph Kanon
(Atria, 9781439156414, $26)
Recommended by Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

The Lower River

A Novel, by Paul Theroux
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 9780547746500, $25)
Recommended by Amanda Hurley, Inkwood Books, Tampa, FL

The 500

A Novel, by Matthew Quirk
(Reagan Arthur Books, 9780316198622, $25.99)
Recommended by Nichole McCown, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

Freeman

A Novel, by Leonard Pitts, Jr.
(Agate Bolden, dist. PGW, 9781932841640, paper, $16)
Recommended by Terri Weiner, Village Books, Bellingham, WA

Seating Arrangements

A Novel, by Maggie Shipstead
(Knopf, 9780307599469, $25.95)
Recommended by Claire Benedict, Bear Pond Books of Montpelier, Montpelier, VT

The Innocents

A Novel, by Francesca Segal
(Voice, 9781401341817, $25.99)
Recommended by Susan Tyler, The Book Bin, Onley, VA

The Yard

A Novel, by Alex Grecian
(Putnam, 9780399149542, $26.95)
Recommended by Jennie Turner-Collins, Joseph-Beth Booksellers, Cincinnati, OH

The Watch

A Novel, by Joydeep Roy-Bhattacharya
(Hogarth, 9780307955890, $25)
Recommended by Dana Brigham, Brookline Booksmith, Brookline, MA

A Lady Cyclist’s Guide to Kashgar

A Novel, by Suzanne Joinson
(Bloomsbury, 9781608198115, $26)
Recommended by Morgan Kiedrowski, Next Chapter Bookshop, Mequon, WI

Istanbul Passage

A Novel, by Joseph Kanon
(Atria, 9781439156414, $26)
Recommended by Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

The Lower River

A Novel, by Paul Theroux
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 9780547746500, $25)
Recommended by Amanda Hurley, Inkwood Books, Tampa, FL

The 500

A Novel, by Matthew Quirk
(Reagan Arthur Books, 9780316198622, $25.99)
Recommended by Nichole McCown, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

Freeman

A Novel, by Leonard Pitts, Jr.
(Agate Bolden, dist. PGW, 9781932841640, paper, $16)
Recommended by Terri Weiner, Village Books, Bellingham, WA

Seating Arrangements

A Novel, by Maggie Shipstead
(Knopf, 9780307599469, $25.95)
Recommended by Claire Benedict, Bear Pond Books of Montpelier, Montpelier, VT

The Innocents

A Novel, by Francesca Segal
(Voice, 9781401341817, $25.99)
Recommended by Susan Tyler, The Book Bin, Onley, VA

The Yard

A Novel, by Alex Grecian
(Putnam, 9780399149542, $26.95)
Recommended by Jennie Turner-Collins, Joseph-Beth Booksellers, Cincinnati, OH

The Watch

A Novel, by Joydeep Roy-Bhattacharya
(Hogarth, 9780307955890, $25)
Recommended by Dana Brigham, Brookline Booksmith, Brookline, MA

Equal of the Sun

A Novel, by Anita Amirrezvani
(Scribner, 9781451660463, $26)
Recommended by Deon Stonehouse, Sunriver Books, Sunriver, OR

Gone Girl

A Novel, by Gillian Flynn
(Crown, 9780307588364, $25)
Recommended by Susan Taylor, Book House of Stuyvesant Plaza, Albany, NY

Capital

A Novel, by John Lanchester
(W.W. Norton and Company, 9780393082074, $26.95)
Recommended by Catherine Weller, Weller Book Works, Salt Lake City, UT

The Green Shore

A Novel, by Natalie Bakopoulos
(Simon & Schuster, 9781451633924, $25)
Recommended by Daniel Goldin, Boswell Book Company, Milwaukee, WI

Wallflower in Bloom

A Novel, by Claire Cook
(Touchstone, 9781451672763, $24.99)
Recommended by Joanne Doggart, Where the Sidewalk Ends, Chatam, MA

The Watchers

A Novel, by Jon Steele
(Blue Rider Press, 9780399158742, $26.95)
Recommended by Lynn Pellerito Riehl, Nicola’s Books, Ann Arbor, MI

A Lady Cyclist’s Guide to Kashgar

A Novel, by Suzanne Joinson
(Bloomsbury, 9781608198115, $26)
Recommended by Morgan Kiedrowski, Next Chapter Bookshop, Mequon, WI

Istanbul Passage

A Novel, by Joseph Kanon
(Atria, 9781439156414, $26)
Recommended by Darwin Ellis, Books on the Common, Ridgefield, CT

The Lower River

A Novel, by Paul Theroux
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 9780547746500, $25)
Recommended by Amanda Hurley, Inkwood Books, Tampa, FL

The 500

A Novel, by Matthew Quirk
(Reagan Arthur Books, 9780316198622, $25.99)
Recommended by Nichole McCown, Bookshop Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA

Freeman

A Novel, by Leonard Pitts, Jr.
(Agate Bolden, dist. PGW, 9781932841640, paper, $16)
Recommended by Terri Weiner, Village Books, Bellingham, WA

Seating Arrangements

A Novel, by Maggie Shipstead
(Knopf, 9780307599469, $25.95)
Recommended by Claire Benedict, Bear Pond Books of Montpelier, Montpelier, VT

The Bird Saviors

A Novel, by William J. Cobb
(Unbridled Books, 9781609530709, $25.95)
Recommended by Joni Montover, Paragraphs on Padre Boulevard, South Padre Island, TX

The Red House

A Novel, by Mark Haddon
(Doubleday, 9780385357779, $25.95)
Recommended by Carol Schneck, Schuler Books & Music, Okemos, MI

Canada

A Novel, by Richard Ford
(Ecco, 9780061692048, $27.99)
“Canada, Richard Ford’s long-awaited new novel, is not one to be rushed. While the plot sounds sensational—robbery, murders, a flight across the Canadian border—Ford’s laconic, measured prose forces the reader to slow the pace and savor the story. This is a novel about actions, intentions, and consequences as well as about belonging, introspection, and the solitary nature of life. Powerful and atmospheric, Canada will excite and gratify Ford’s fans and introduce newcomers to a masterful American writer.”
—Tova Beiser, Brown University Bookstore, Providence, RI
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Now in Paperback

The Adjustment
A Novel, by Scott Phillips
Counterpoint
9781582438238, $14.95
Recommended in hardcover
by Scott Montgomery,
BookPeople,
Austin, TX

The Borrower
A Novel, by Rebecca Makkai
Penguin
9780143120957, $15
Recommended in hardcover
by Shuchi Saraswat,
Titcomb’s Bookshop,
East Sandwich, MA

The Cat’s Table
A Novel, by Michael Ondaatje
Vintage
9780307744418, $15
Recommended in hardcover
by Rick Simonson,
The Elliott Bay Book Company
Seattle, WA

Joy for Beginners
A Novel, by Erica Bauermeister
Berkley Trade
9780425247426, $15
Recommended in hardcover
by Sam Drake-Dickinson,
Aaron’s Books,
Liritz, PA

The Leftovers
A Novel, by Tom Perrotta
St. Martin’s Griffin
9780312363550, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover
by Ellen Burns,
Books on the Common,
Ridgefield, CT

The Map of Time
A Novel, by Félix J. Palma
Atria
9781439167410, $16
Recommended in hardcover
by Shawn Bridges,
Literary Lion
Stephenville, TX

Once Upon a River
A Novel, by Bonnie Jo Campbell
W.W. Norton & Company
9780393341775, $15.95
Recommended in hardcover
by Bill Cusumano,
Nicola’s Books,
Ann Arbor, MI

Ready Player One
A Novel, by Ernest Cline
Broadway
9780307887443, $14
Recommended in hardcover
by John Hoover,
Misty Valley Books,
Chester, VT

Reamde
A Novel, by Neal Stephenson
William Morrow Paperbacks
9780062191496, $18.99
Recommended in hardcover
by Karen Tallant,
The Booksellers at
Laurelwood,
Memphis, TN

Salvage the Bones
A Novel, by Jesmyn Ward
Bloomsbury
9781608196265, $15
Recommended in hardcover
by Stan Hynds,
Northshire Bookstore,
Manchester Center, VT

Sybil Exposed
The Extraordinary Story
Behind the Famous Multiple
Personality Case,
by Debbie Nathan
Free Press
9781439168288, $16
Recommended in hardcover
by Whitney Spotts,
Schuler Books & Music,
Lansing, MI

To Be Sung
Underwater
A Novel, by Tom McNeal
Back Bay Books
9780316127387, $14.99
Recommended in hardcover
by Nancy Simpson-Brice,
The Book Vault,
Oskaloosa, IA
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